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On July 15, 2017, for the first time ever, an international woman religious leader headline at Madison 

Square Garden. She filled it to capacity; and, that Woman was our True Mother. That Woman was Dr. 

Hak Ja Han Moon. 

 

Is it appropriate, headlining Madison Square Garden? She is 74 years old. Shouldn't She just be a 

bereaving widow, and preside in the background? She cannot. History does not allow True Mother to pull 

back. True Father will not allow True Mother to pull back. Her mission is to educate the world, including 

those closest to True Parents. 

 

As to Her position and the position of all women, it is radical. She represents the deepest elements of the 

Divine Principle. One element here is that She perfected True Father. In fact, She gave birth to True 

Father. True Father taught this by explaining the position of Eve before the Fall. In 1977 at the Belvedere 

International Training Center, here is what the True Father said: 

 

"The ultimate goal of God is to find one perfected Adam, but that Adam cannot come into being unless an 

Eve is found through Whom He can be perfected. In other words, even though Adam may be appointed 

by God, He can never entirely fulfill His responsibility alone. That fits with what we know: Jesus could 

not fulfill his mission on earth without his bride. He became Messiah in heaven only with his bride, the 

Holy Spirit. 

  



 

 

True Father's Words again: 

 

"In the Garden of Eden, Eve was responsible for initiating the fall of man; therefore, unless an Eve can be 

found Who can indemnify the Fall, in the Garden of Eden Adam had no way to assume the supreme 

position of perfection. 

 

Eve also has no way to reach perfection without Adam; but, in order to reach Her perfection, Eve must 

either create Adam, meet Adam or give birth to Adam. 

 

Bringing Adam here on earth is not the direct responsibility of God or even the direct responsibility of 

Jesus, but it is the direct responsibility of Eve. Since Eve destroyed Adam in the Garden of Eden, Eve is 

the one Who must give birth to Adam. 

 

True Father revolutionized the mission of all women and challenged His Wife to Embody It. She did it, 

and She is doing it! 

 

Forty years ago, True Father didn't stop at Madison Square Garden; and, neither will True Mother. It is all 

about the power of the object partner. 

 

 
 

caption: Subject Partner - Object Partner 

 

(Subject Partner)- The Power of The Object Partner 

 

In our next video, we will take this further. 

 

Thank you for listening. 

 


